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Specialty

RBB
Refrigerated Back Bar Service Merchandiser 

for Deli, Cheese and Wine Applications



Features.
- Dry lower storage - white laminate
- Large forced air rear wall coil
- Night curtains 
- Energy efficient fan
- Solar digital thermometer
- Counter depth: 36”
- Black powder coated interior
- Painted fascia
- Single row top LED lights
- Suction line solenoid
- Thermostat
-  Please reference color chart for choice of standard  

Hussmann paint and finish options (www.hussmann.com)

Options.
- Lighting for shelves and canopy †
-   4 rows of shelves max with LED lights, double-row canopy 

available only with LED lights ^
-  End panels (solid or view end) 
- LEDs ledge lights †
- Coil corrosion protective coating
- Case only - no counter
- Counter depths: 24” or 30”
- Refrigerated lower storage with insulated sliding doors 
-  Powder coated adjustable (height/angle) shelf with tag 

molding and product stop (150 lb max.)
-  Powder coated level heavy duty shelves with tag molding 

(250 lb max.)
- Adjustable shelf with sausage rod and rear product stop
- White or stainless steel interior
- Liquid line hand valve
- Solid surface ledge options
- Custom exterior case and counter finishes
- Exterior finish options
-  Custom lengths and options*  

(consult your Hussmann sales representative)

Remote Lengths:   
   4', 5’, 6', 8', 10’, and 12'

Hussmann Refrigerated Back Bar Service Merchandiser 
for Deli, Cheese and Wine Applications

RBB 

Flexible Design
Design allows for stand alone 
case or installation into a lower 
refrigerated or dry counter. Special 
finishes to match the department 
décor can also be incorporated.
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^ NOTE: Some options may be subject to changes in section and plan view dimensions.

*  Some optional features may need to be certified by UL, NSF, and/or other  
3rd party certification agencies. Contact Hussmann for verification or questions 
for availability.

†  Only lighting configurations that are compliant with the U.S. Dept. of Energy 
(DOE) 2017 regulation are available for sale for use in the U.S.A.

NOTE: These merchandisers are designed for use in stores when temperature and 
humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. We reserve the right to change or revise 
specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.

For additional resources, contact your representative or visit  www.hussmann.com.

Hussmann refrigerated merchandisers configured for sale 
for use in the United States meet or surpass the requirements 
of the DOE 2017 energy efficiency standards.

Note.
Use Hussmann’s technical 
data sheets to get precise 
dimensions for all store 
layout purposes.


